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Background  

 
- ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma’ DNA was amplified by PCR 
  covering major parts of the 16S rDNA sequences 
-  Sequences were determined by Sanger sequencing using amplification primer  
   and internal primer as starting points	  

 
Mission 

 
-  process read data 
-  assemble data 
-  inspect sequence 
-  extract fasta	    

Objective 
 

- introduction in the main functions of gap4 for data processing	  
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Application of the Staden Package 

Manuals	  
Provided	  by	  the	  authors	  L	  
h0p://staden.sourceforge.net/	  
Provided	  by	  the	  users	  J	  
h0p://www.bioinforma;cs.bbsrc.ac.uk/training/Staden%20Exercises.pdf	  
	  

Processing	  raw	  traces	  (ab1)	  	  

Assembler	  and	  editor	  	  
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How to get?  

 Copy installation file and folder: 
 * The staden package is provided by DVD or 
   USB for the training.  
   Just copy staden-windows-2.0.0b8.msi on your    

      Desktop and start the installation (confirm to start this  
   process). 
   This version is available at  
   http://staden.sourceforge.net/ 
   Please use this webpage to update your version, if    

      possible and useful. 
 * Copy the folder “gap_training_folders” on your desktop 
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Get	  prepared	  
•  Select	  the	  C	  par;;on	  on	  your	  hard	  drive	  	  
•  Select	  SoFware	  (or	  Programme	  etc)	  
•  Select	  the	  folder	  “Staden	  Package”	  
•  Select	  the	  bin	  folder	  
•  Set	  shortcuts	  on	  your	  desktop	  for:	  
	  gap.exe	  (Don’t	  take	  gap5!)	  
	  pregap4.exe	  
	  (That’s	  easy.	  Just	  mark	  the	  first	  file	  and	  open	  the	  toolbar	  with	  a	  
right	  click	  of	  your	  mouse.	  
	  Select	  create	  connec;on	  (short	  cut,	  “Verknüpfung”	  etc.)	  
	  You	  will	  be	  told	  that	  such	  a	  seWng	  is	  not	  possible	  but	  a	  connec;on	  
to	  the	  desktop	  will	  be	  offered.	  Just	  agree.	  Go	  on	  with	  pregap4.	  Two	  
gap	  icons	  should	  be	  present	  on	  your	  computer)	  
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Get started 

•  Start the pregap4.exe via shortcut on your desktop 
•  Your desktop should look similar to the figure below 
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mark	  all	  ab1	  files	  and	  open	  

Load ab1 files (folder T_1) 
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Deactivate Cloning 
vector clip! 
Save these  
parameters. 
 
 
Close pregap4 
after processing. 

Configure modules 

Start the 
processing! 



Deactivate Cloning 
vector clip! 
Save these  
parameters. 
 
 

OPTIONAL WAY!!! 
Create GAP4 database 
directly from pregap4! 

Start the processing! 

Select Gap4 shotgun assembly. 
Don’t forget to give the database a 
name (e.g. ONES)! A field for this 
purpose will appear above. 
ONES.0.aux will be generated and 
open.  



Change mode for 
full functionality! 
Select configure 
menus. 

Starting gap4 (use gap.exe shortcut) 
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Create a new database 

2) Type the 
database name 
one 

Select the folder T_1 containing the exp-files (important). 
This task may be a pitfall. Please remember that you can 

change the overview to details. 
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OPEN 
AND SAVE 

Create an exp-file list (oneli) 
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The gap-database one.0- 
start the exp-file import 

•  select list 
•  provide the list name for the entry 

files 
 Provide a file name to store the 

failures (e.g. failone). 
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Assembly and contig overview 

3/3 reads were assembled 
into one contig 
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Template display 

Information on read 
orientation and quality is 
provided 
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Take a look at the assembly/ contig 

Select the contig (left mouse click), 
open the menu (right mouse click), 
choose “edit contig”  
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                   Some options provided by the editor stain quality	  

necessary to  
insert bases 	  

necessary 
for sequence 
manipulation  
in read or 
consensus	  

show quality 
clipped sequences	  

e.g. set tags	  

scroll the 
read name	  

calculated 
consensus  
sequence	  

orientation & 
read name	  

“Quit” includes the 
save operation	  
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Inspect the chromatograms 
=> a double click on the consensus sequence (left mouse button) opens the chromatograms	  
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Inspect weak positions 

Correct weak positions, 
 if necessary	  
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Extract consensus sequence (choose fasta-format) 

Write consensus sequence!	  



Keep in mind! 
 
-  ensure that the consensus sequence is of high quality, 
  within this training automatic quality screening is reduced  
  to a minimum  

 -> manual inspection is really important 
 
-  primer and or vector sequences , which are part of the  
  sequences in many examples are not part of the sequence  
  submission 
 
-  if your PCR product or DNA fragment is cloned, you have    
  to get rid of the vector  

 -> use VecScreen for vector screening before  
       submission     
               (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/VecScreen/VecScreen.html)   
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Individual training (T_2- T_3) 
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Schedule 
 
-  ensure that  pregap and gap are closed 
-  start pregap and process the ab1-files of training folder     
  T_2 (and afterwards folder T_3, don’t forget) 
-  open gap create the exp-file list and assemble them 
-  inspect the sequence and extract the consensus 
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Training join sequences (T_4) 
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Schedule 
 
-  ensure that  pregap and gap are closed 
-  start pregap and process the ab1-files of training folder 4 
-  open gap create the exp-file list and assemble them 
-  joining of sequence will be performed together 
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The 
assembly  
results 
 in two  
singlets/ 
contigs 



Try to join the two end-sequences of the PCR product 
using different approaches- “Find internal joins”  
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Try to join the two end-sequences of the PCR product 
using different approaches- “Find internal joins”  
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Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 
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Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 

contig selection	  

You have to pay attention on the read 
orientation (->, -> see below). The correct 
orientation would be fwd & rev (->, <-). 	  

Quit, but do not perform join!!!	  
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Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 

- select one contig (bold)  
- complement (right mouse)  
- open join contig editor 
- select reads (contigs) 
- open the join-editor 
 
⇒ Reads were orientated 
    in opposite direction  
    (-><-)	   (JMMK2011)	  



Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 
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Sequence (database) and given 
chromatogram positions must deviate!	  

Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 
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Turn on the hidden data at position -42 of the reverse read by marking 
the G and press “<“ on you keyboard ! Lock the alignment.	  

Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 
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Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 

Allow replacements within the reverse 
sequence and note the missing bases. 
Check chromatograms!	  
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Force joining of two end-sequences of a PCR product 
using different approaches- “Join Contigs” 

Confirm the join! 	  

Join work done! 	  



What about “find internal joins”- excurse 

Confirm	  a	  small	  part	  of	  the	  cutoff	  data	  of	  
each	  read!	  Start	  the	  “find	  internal	  joins”	  
for	  the	  two	  reads	  again.	  
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Select	  the	  indicated	  internal	  join	  (leF	  mouse	  
click)	  and	  open	  the	  op;on	  menu	  (right	  mouse	  
click).	  Select	  the	  join	  editor.	  
The	  same	  result	  as	  before	  can	  be	  obtained.	  

E
xcurse 
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Keep in mind! 
 
-  Most of the determined sequence is covered by a single read! 

-  Join was made within weak sequence data! 

-  Data situation has to be improved by additional sequencing before  
  sequence submission! 

-  Data can be used for internal analysis (e.g. strain identification). 

-  Primer sequence(s) and vector sequences have to be removed,  
  if necessary.  
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Joining sequences by find internal joins 
(T_5) 
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Schedule 
 
-  ensure that  pregap and gap are closed 
-  start pregap and process the ab1-files of training folder T_5 
-  open gap create the exp-file list and assemble them 
-  join the sequences by “find internal joins” (GAP4 menu ->       
  View) 
- manually curate the sequence 
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